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A B S T R A C T

Consistent with the well-documented relation between political orientation and psychological traits, hedge funds’ political orientations are related to their portfolio decisions. Relative to politically conservative hedge funds, politically liberal hedge funds exhibit a preference for smaller stocks, less mature companies, volatile stocks, unprofitable companies, non-dividend paying companies, and lottery-type securities. Politically liberal hedge funds are also more likely to enter new positions or fully exit existing positions, and make larger adjustments to their U.S. equity market exposure. Our results suggest that psychological characteristics can influence the portfolio decisions of even those at the very top of the financial sophistication ladder.
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1. Introduction

Although it is well known that both institutional and individual investors’ equity portfolios exhibit substantial heterogeneity, we have little understanding of what drives these differences.\textsuperscript{1} One promising stream of research suggests that psychological characteristics—related to genetics or life experience—can help explain cross-sectional variation in portfolio and security selection decisions. Because research suggests that the role of psychological factors in financial decision making declines with investor sophistication, it is not surprising that most of the evidence linking psychological characteristics and investors’ decisions is limited to relatively unsophisticated individual investors.\textsuperscript{2} Nonetheless, a few recent studies suggest that psychological characteristics influence the decisions of some mutual funds and smaller, presumably less sophisticated, institutional investors. As Shu et al. (2012) point out in their examination of religious beliefs and mutual fund behavior, the link between professional money management and psychological characteristics is surprising because the competitiveness of the money management industry means that professional investors have a strong incentive to focus on performance maximizing strategies and such strategies should be invariant to managers’ psychological characteristics.

It is well recognized, of course, that even if psychological characteristics influence the trading decisions of some investor groups, the asset pricing implications will be negligible as long as there is a sufficiently funded group of investors willing to exploit those whose decisions are influenced by non-performance related factors (e.g., Friedman, 1953; Fama, 1965). Because hedge funds are widely viewed as the most sophisticated investor class, they are the most likely candidate for this role.\textsuperscript{3} Consistent with this view, a number of recent studies suggest that hedge funds are better informed than other institutional investors (e.g., Sias et al., 2016; Cao et al., 2015a, b).

In addition, the incentives for maximizing performance are stronger for hedge funds than other institutions for at least two reasons. First, unlike most other institutional investors, hedge funds have performance-related incentive fees (historically 20% of profits). Second, hedge funds have the most sophisticated investor base—primarily consisting of pension funds, foundations, and very wealthy individuals.\textsuperscript{4} Getmansky et al. (2004) summarize the view
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of hedge funds and market efficiency captured in the literature, “And if this self-correcting mechanism of the Efficient Markets Hypothesis is at work among any group of investors in the financial community, it surely must be at work among hedge-fund managers, which consists of a highly trained, highly motivated, and highly competitive group of sophisticated investment professionals.”

This study investigates whether psychological characteristics impact hedge funds’ security selection and portfolio decisions. The question is important for at least three reasons. First, hedge funds have grown to become an important force in equity markets, accounting for 10% of the average stock’s ownership and one-third of NYSE trading volume (Cao et al., 2015b). Second, as noted above, an extensive literature suggests that the effect of psychological characteristics declines with investor sophistication. Although there is nascent evidence that the investment decisions of some institutional investors (mutual funds and smaller institutional investors) are influenced by psychological characteristics, there is effectively no evidence of a systematic relation between hedge funds’ decisions and psychological characteristics. Given hedge funds are viewed as the most sophisticated investor class, our tests examine whether the impact of psychological characteristics runs to the very top of the financial sophistication ladder. Third, evidence that hedge fund managers’ decisions are influenced by psychological characteristics implies that we cannot be assured that even the most sophisticated investors are immune to these influences and will therefore correct mispricing caused by other, less sophisticated, investors.

Following several recent studies, we use individuals’ political orientations (as revealed through their political contributions) as an instrument for their psychological characteristics to test if sophisticated investors’ psychological characteristics influence their security selection and portfolio decisions. Specifically, more than 60 years of psychology and political science research demonstrates that political ideology is strongly related to psychological characteristics—relative to conservatives, liberals are more tolerant of ambiguity and uncertainty, more open to new experiences, have lower levels of fear, exhibit higher integrative complexity, and have lower needs for order, structure, and closure (e.g., Jost et al., 2003). Moreover, these psychological characteristics are strongly related to political ideology not only through environment (or nurture), but also through genetics (or nature), e.g., evidence reveals that both brain structure and brain processing differ between conservatives and liberals.

Given the well-documented relation between political ideology and psychological characteristics, we hypothesize that politically conservative hedge funds’ long equity portfolios will, on average, exhibit less weight in securities with the most subjective valuations. Specifically, we focus on six security characteristics identified in previous work—the five characteristics identified by Baker and Wurgler (2006, p. 1648) that capture the “subjectivity of their valuation” and lottery-type securities as identified by Kumar et al. (2011). Further, we hypothesize that politically liberal hedge funds, relative to politically conservative hedge funds, will exhibit greater portfolio turnover, greater willingness to enter new
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6 For example, we do not examine corporate social responsibility or exposure to “sin” stocks.

7 Recent studies use this same framework to examine the relation between corporate managers’ political donations and corporate decisions (Hutton, 2014) or equity analysts’ political donations and their forecasts (Jiang, 2016).
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